Reforest Teak® Furniture Care

With time and weather exposure, your teak furniture will naturally color to a distinctive silvery gray. Nothing is necessary to maintain or extend the life of your teak, although you may choose to clean it periodically. We recommend cleaning with a mild detergent, such as Simple Green® (available in most supermarkets). Follow dilution instructions on the package, scrub gently and rinse.

To maintain the golden color, furniture can be finished with an organic or environmentally-friendly sealer or finish, such as Penofin®. To restore the original golden color of teak, sand the wood lightly before applying a finish.

About Reforest Teak®

Reforest Teak® products are made from wood that has been sustainably grown and harvested on internationally certified, mixed-hardwood plantations in Costa Rica that are improving, not degrading, the tropical environment. Our teak furniture is manufactured by Costa Rican craftspeople who use fine woodworking skills to create heirloom-quality products. Learn more at www.gardeners.com.